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Introduction
This report describes a set of arrays, coded in C++, that stores information contained in the U.S. Army Materiel Command book Engineering Design Handbook, Explosions in Air, 1 tables 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6. The purpose of the code is to provide model developers with easy access to the tabulated values, which can be used to construct blast pressure histories.
The symbols used in this report are the same as the symbols used in chapter 6 of Explosions in Air and, thus, have the same definitions. 
Tabulated Blast Parameters
C++ Code
The following arrays are used to store the values presented in table 1. Each array stores one column. 819,703,605,531,324,225,170,154.29,133.54,108.88,91.24,67.9,37.2,20.4,11.9, 7.28,3.46 21.5,19.8,18.6,14.4,12,10.4,9.8912,9.1794,8.2599,7.5381,6.47,4.61 23.6,21.9,20.6,16.1,13.5,11.7,11.163,10.408,9.4284,8.6543,7.5,5.55, 4.27,3.33 -20,7.16E-5,1.66E-4,2.58E-4,8.05E-4,.00148,.00227,.0025799,.0031215, .0040863,.0051599,.00762,.0154,.0255,.0382,.0541,.0990,.157,.218,.34,.466, .83,1.26,1.71,2.2,3.21,4.21,5.19,7.15,9.1,18.9,28.8,38.9,48.9,58.8,78.5, 98.5,499 ,1000 };//~~~YAGENAUT@GMAIL.COM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LAST~UPDATED~12SEP2013~~~~~~ 12.18,11.9,11.6,11.3,10.1,9.28,8.88,8.6622,8.3476,7.9225,7.5718,7.02,5.91, 4.92,4 53,42.0339,33.3008,27.0381,12.1279,6.86659,4.41691,3.82133,3.08,2.3506,1.86, 1.27,.677,.456,.355,.294,.222,.178,.15,.112 1E9,15.5,15,16,17,12.9,6.76,4.56, 3.87,3.48,3.08 
R Values: The R Array
const double R[39]={//<------------------------------------------SCALED={//<--------------------SCALED PEAK SIDE-ON OVERPRESSURESconst double u_s[39]={//<--------------------------SCALED PEAK PARTICLE SPEEDS 23.2,const double U[39]={//<------------------------------------SCALED SHOCK SPEEDS 25.2,const double t_a[39]={//<---------------------------------SCALED ARRIVAL TIMES 1Econst double Q[39]={//<----------------------SCALED
={//<-------------------SCALED REFLECTED SPECIFIC IMPULSES
b Values: The b Array
const double b[39]={//<----------------------------------------DECAY CONSTANTS 1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,1E9,
Example: Recreating Figure 6-1 From Explosions in Air
The following example uses the R, P_s, u_s, U, t_a, rho_s, Q, and T_s arrays to create a text file that contains the information necessary to recreate figure 6-1 from Explosions in Air. Figure 1 presents a graph of the contents of the example's output file.
Note that there is an error on the original graph: the far-right label for the s θ line is given as 10 s θ . 
Example: Recreating Figure 6-2 From Explosions in Air
The following example uses the R, P_r, rho_r, and T_r arrays to create a text file that contains the information necessary to recreate figure 6-2 from Explosions in Air. Figure 2 presents 
Example: Recreating Figure 6-3 From Explosions in Air
The following example uses the R, I_s, I_r, t_s, t_r, and b arrays to create a text file that contains the information necessary to recreate figure 6-2 from Explosions in Air. Figure 3 presents 
Summary
A summary sheet is provided at the end of this report. It presents the yBlastEia namespace, which contains the 16 arrays that are described in this report.
Recreated EIA Figures 6-1, 6-2, & 6-3 1.00E+00
1.00E+01
1.00E+02
1.00E+03 
